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Abstract 
Acoustic and perceptual analysis procedures can be thought as 
useful clinical tools to investigate the speech characteristics of 
hearing impaired children (HIC). This research aimed at 
investigating vocal quality and voice dynamics and their 
acoustic and perceptual correlates in speech samples produced 
by a three- year ten-month-old male child, who uses bilateral 
cochlear implant (BCI). The speech samples were collected 
during a speech therapy session.  The perceptual analysis of the 
vocal quality was based on the Voice Profile Analysis Scheme 
for Brazilian Portuguese (BP-VPAS - Camargo & Madureira, 
2008). The recorded corpus was analyzed by means of the SG 
Expression Evaluator script (Barbosa, 2009) running on the 
free software Praat v5.2.10. The measures, which were 
automatically extracted, comprise the fundamental frequency-
f0, first f0 derivative, intensity, spectral slope and long-term 
mean spectrum.  The findings reinforce some correlations 
between the acoustic and perceptual data, which are relevant to 
be considered in rehabilitation processes. 
Index terms: Auditory Perception; Acoustic Analysis; 
Cochlear Implant; Speech Corpora 
 
1. Introduction/Background: 
 
 The current challenge in terms of speech perception 
and production studies for cochlear implant users (CI) goes 
beyond the analysis of spectral discrimination and detection 
aspects. It involves the analysis of temporal processes and the 
combination of frequency, intensity and duration parameters 
offered by sound amplification devices [1-6, 25-27]. 
 Such combinations may affect the oral 
communication conditions of CI infant users acquiring 
language. Taking BCI users into account, the benefits to the 
oral ability development, such as, the identification of the 
sound source, the improvement of speech perception in noisy 
environments, and better accuracy in the central auditory 
processing of acoustic events should be considered. 
 Perceptual and acoustic analysis procedures can be 
thought as useful clinical tools to investigate the speech 
characteristics of the hearing impaired children (HIC)[5,6,8]. 
The vocal quality and the vocal dynamic descriptions can 
provide evidence about the oral language acquisition process 
for this population and, especially, for the speech therapy 
intervention.  
 Hence, this research takes into account perception 
and speech production aspects and interactions between 
segmental and prosodic aspects [7,8]. It derives from clinical 
issues related to the treatment of HIC and who use cochlear 
implants (CI). The speech samples were collected during a 
speech therapy session [6]. The research subject is a child who 
uses a bilateral cochlear implant device.  

 It is worth pointing out that the process to obtain the 
samples does not involve standardized speech tasks inasmuch 
as it comes to pass in the therapeutic environment, 
characterized as semi-spontaneous productions.  
 The application of the Vocal Profile Analysis Scheme 
for Brazilian Portuguese (BP-VPAS)[9], based on VPAS 2007, 
(figure 1)[10] enabled the perceptive description of prosodic 
elements from two modules: vocal quality and voice dynamics.  
The vocal quality settings are taken as the result from the 
combined actions of the larynx and the supralaryngeal vocal 
tract [10-16]. Furthermore, it aims at describing the long-term 
tendencies that characterize vocal quality settings which can be 
regarded as products of the respiratory, laryngeal/phonatory, 
supralaryngeal/articulatory systems and muscular tension 
conditions. For the voice dynamics evaluation the BP-VPAS, 
the model provides the possibility to judge pitch and loudness 
parameters, the use of pauses, speech rate and respiratory 
support. 
 

 

Speaker:                          Date of recording:               Judge:               Recording ID: 

 FIRST PASS SECOND PASS 
 Neutral Non-

neutral 
SETTING moderate extreme 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
A. VOCAL TRACT FEATURES 
 
1.Labial 

  Lip 
rounding/protrusion 

      

Lip spreading       
Labiodentalization       

  Minimized range       
Extensive range       

 
2. Mandibular 

  Close jaw       
Open jaw       
Protruded jaw       

  Extensive range       
Minimized range       

3.Lingual tip/blade   Advanced tip/blade       
Retracted tip/blade       

4. Lingual body   Fronted tongue body       
Backed tongue body       
Raised tongue body       
Lowered tongue body       

  Extensive range       
Minimized range       

5.Pharyngeal   Pharyngeal 
constriction 

      

Pharyngeal 
expansion 

      

6.Velopharyngeal   Audible nasal escape       
 Nasal       

Denasal       
7. Larynx height   Raised Larynx       

Lowered Larynx       
B. OVERALL MUSCULAR TENSION 
8. Vocal tract tension   Tense vocal tract       
 Lax vocal tract       
9. Laryngeal tension   Tense larynx       

Lax larynx       
C. PHONATION FEATURES 
 SETTING Present Scalar Degree 

Neutral Non-
neutral 

Moderate Extreme 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

10. Voicing type Voice    

Falsetto    
Creak    
Creaky         

11. Laryngeal frication Whisper    
Whispery         

12.Laryngeal 
irregularity 

Harsh         
Tremor         



Figure 1: Vocal Profile Analysis Scheme (VPAS) [13] 
  
 From the acoustic point of view, vocal quality and 
voice dynamics have been analyzed according to the following 
parameters: fundamental frequency (f0), first f0 derivate, 
intensity, spectral slope, and long-term average spectrum [2-17-
20]. 
 Such correlations, described upon dynamic models 
and methodological procedures of Experimental Phonetics, 
allude to knowledge of physiological, acoustic and cognitive 
basis, implied in production and speech perception [8-10,16] in 
context composed by speakers with and without language 
acquisition disorders. Hence, it is claimed whether or not 
perceptual and acoustic correspondent features of vocal quality 
and vocal dynamic allow the identification of cues that indicate 
the oral language acquisition evolution in children that use CI. 
[21-23].  
 Furthermore, some questions are brought to light: 
What are the vocal quality settings presented by a HIC BIC 
user and how are they blended on the laryngeal, supralaryngeal 
and tension aspects? How are vocal dynamic aspects (pitch, 
loudness, pauses, speech rate and respiratory support) 
organized in the speech of subjects who use CI? 
 The purpose of this research was to describe semi-
spontaneous speech samples, produced during a speech therapy 
session, from a subject who uses a bilateral cochlear implant so 
as to correlate vocal quality and voice dynamics aspects from 
the perceptual and acoustic descriptions. 
 
2. Methods  
  
 For this study, speech samples from a child who uses 
a bilateral cochlear implant device were selected. The subject is 
a male child who is 3 years and 10 months old. (Table 1). The 
instruments used to record the samples were a unidirectional Le 
son lapel microphone and a Sony MD digital recorder model 
MZ- R70.  
 The edition, treatment and sample analysis processes 
were carried out at the Acoustic Analysis and Cognition 
Integrated Laboratory (LIAAC) of PUC-SP. The recordings 
were digitalized at the sample frequency of 22050 Hz and 16 
bits with the wav extension, using the Sound Forge software 
(version 7.0). 
 
Table 1- Subject characterization  
 

 

            The perceptual analysis was carried out with the use of 
the VPAS-PB [9,10] by two experienced judges. 
 The acoustic analysis procedures was carried out by the 
SG Expression Evaluator script [17,19] running on the 
software Praat v5.2.10. The script generates f0 (median, semi-
amplitude interquartile, quantile 99.5% and skewness), first f0 
derivate (mean, standard deviation (SD) and skewness); 
intensity (skewness), spectral slope (mean, SD and skewness) 
and LTAS (SD) measures [17,19]. 

The perceptual an acoustic results were statistically 
analyzed by means of Xlstat software [16].  Hierarchical and 
agglomerative cluster analysis and canonic correlation analysis 
procedures [24] were used. The hierarchical and agglomerative 
cluster analysis was applied intragroup (figure 2) and the 
canonic correlation analysis intergroups (figure 3). There were 
two groups under analysis: the perceptual judgments and 
acoustic measures results.  
 This research was approved by the Ethics Committee 
at PUC-SP (#135/2009). The recording of the corpus took 
place in a therapeutic context, in a speech therapy room.  
 
3. Results   
   
 The hierarchical and agglomerative cluster analysis 
data are presented in dendrograms for the set of perceptual and 

acoustic data (figure 2). 
 
 
Figure 2: Dendrograms of perceptual data related to vocal quality 
judgements (BP-VPAS) and acoustic measures extracted by means of 
the Expression Evaluator script concerning the speech samples of a 
cochlear implant user 
 

The cluster analysis applied to perceptual data 
yielded three classes: Class 1 (28,57%): minimized loudness 
and pitch extension, jaw mimimized range and low speech rate: 
Class 2 (21,42%): minimized tongue body range, lowered and 
retracted tongue body; Class 3 (50%): laryngeal hyperfunction, 
harsh voice, inadequate respiratory support, extensive loudness 
extension, whisper, voice breaks and audible nasal scape.  

The cluster analysis applied to acoustic data yielded 
four classes: Class 1 (16,66%): f0 (median) and spectral slope 
(skewness), Class 2 (33,33%): spectral slope (mean and 
standard deviaton), intensity (skewness) and LTAS (standard 
deviation), Class 3 (16,66%): first f0 derivate (mean and 

Subject Times Audiological diagnose Auditory responses 
Speech Terapy 

M., male On the recording day: 
Three-year ten-month-old 
male child / bilateral CI 
surgery: two-year one 
month old 
 

Bilateral profound 
sensorineural hearing loss 
congenital. 
Early diagnose at the  
maternity ward and 
systematic use hearing 
aids since the subject was 
3 months of age until the 
CIs implant surgery. 

Minimal auditory 
responses for in pure tone 
fields with both devices: 
mean around 500 
Hz,1KHz, 2Khz and 
6KHz: 30db. Speech 
Therapy taking place 
since subject was 3 
months of age, twice a 
week lasting 45 minutes. 

 

 
 Neutral SETTING moderate extreme 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
D. VOICE DYNAMICS 
 
13.Pitch 

Mean  High       
Low       

Range  Minimised range       
Extensive range       

Variability  High       
Low       

 
14. Loudness 

Mean  High       
Low       

Range  Extensive range       

Minimized range       
Variability  High       

Low       
E. TEMPORAL ORGANIZATION 
15. Continuity  Interrupted       
16. Rate  Fast       

Slow       
F. OTHER FEATURES 
17.  Respiratory support Adequate       

Inadequate       
18. Dyplophonia Absent       

Present       
Vocal Profile Analysis Scheme – VPAS (Laver, Mackenzie-Beck, 2007)  
 

 



skewness) and Class 4 (33,33%):  f0 (interquartile 
semiamplitude, 99,5% quantile and skewness) and first f0 
derivate measures (standard deviation) values.     

The acoustic values are presented in table 2. 
 
Table 2. f0, First derivate, intensity, spectral slope 

and LTAS acoustic measures from a HIC user of bilateral IC 
 

 
 
 

 The circular diagram derived from the canonic 
correlation analysis between perceptual and acoustic data is 
presented in Figure 3. 

Figure 3: Circular diagrams from canonic correlation analysis: 
correlations between acoustic and perceptual data from a CI user 
 

The correlations shown in Figure 3 concern the most 
frequent vocal quality settings and voice dynamics parameters 
(minimized range of tongue body, lowered tongue body, 
minimized range of jaw, laryngeal hyperfunction, harsh voice 
and minimized pitch extension) and acoustic measures. 
 
 
4. Discussion and Conclusions  
 
 The perceptual data analysis allowed the observation 
of several levels of interaction between classes in canonic 
analysis (figure 3). Classes 1 and 2 in cluster analysis grouped  
the vocal tract settings (minimized range of tongue body and 
jaw associated with lowered and retracted tongue body and 
intermittent audible nasal escape) voice dynamics elements 
(pitch, loudness and speech rate ) and intermittent occurrences 
(voice breaks). Class 3 combined muscular tension settings 
(laryngeal hyperfunction) and laryngeal settings, such as harsh 
voice, whisper and inadequate respiratory support from voice 
dynamics elements. These tendencies reveal the interaction 
between articulatory mechanisms and their interaction with 

laryngeal (phonatory) events in language acquisition. In 
articulatory arena, lingual, jaw and velopharyngeal settings 
were related to loudness, pitch and speech rate elements. In 
phonatory domain, the tension (laryngeal hyperfunction) and 
laryngeal (harsh voice and whisper) settings groups were found 
to be very productive. 
 These findings can be interpreted as being derived 
from mobilizations and adaptations of the articulators to 
achieve specific articulatory targets. Both language 
development issues and speech therapy strategies are factors 
which influence these speech maneuvers.  
 The findings concerning the voice dynamics analysis 
indicate minimized pitch extension, extensive loudness 
extension, low speech rate and inappropriate respiratory 
support. There were intermittent occurrences, such as vocal 
breaks. Moreover, there were intermittent vocal quality settings 
of nasal air escape.  
 The association of laryngeal hyperfunction to high 
habitual pitch may be compatible to minimized range settings 
in jaw and tongue [22]. Such combinations are commonly 
described as mechanisms yielding vocal tract and laryngeal 

hyperfunction, especially if 
conditions related to the 
developmental stages of the 
vocal apparatus are considered.  
 From the acoustic 
point of view, the canonic 
analysis showed tendencies of 
grouping classes 2 and 3 from 
cluster analysis, comprising 
spectral slope, intensity, LTAs 
and some of the first f0 
derivate measures. In general, 
f0 measures grouped 
separately. 

Taking into account 
the perceptual and acoustic 
data distribution in canonic 
analysis (figure 3), results 
from perceptual analysis in 
Classes 1 and 2 (figure 2) 
grouped with classes 2 and 3 
(figure 2) from acoustic 

analysis.The spectral slope, intensity and  LTAS measures 
grouped with tongue body,  jaw, and laryngeal hyperfunction 
settings and loudness and pitch range and speech rate in voice 
dynamics  domain. These findings reinforce the interaction 
between some supralaryngeal mobilizations, specially tongue 
body and spectral slope and LTAS measures [10,14]. In the 
samples analysed, these data reinforce the possibility of some 
vocal loading in other to achieve some articulatory targets and, 
again, reinforce the complex interactions between 
supralaryngeal settings, voice dynamics elements and spectral 
measures in language acquisition in the HIC children [2,5-6, 
15] 
Continuing to explore the interactions between perceptual and 
acoustic information (figure 3), data from perceptual analysis in 
Class 3 (figure 2) grouped with class 4 (figure 2) from acoustic 
analysis. The f0 measures (99,5% quantile, interquatile semi-
amplitude and skewness) grouped with tension (laryngeal 
hyperfunction), laryngeal  (harsh voice, whisper) settings and 
voice dynamics elements (inadequate respiratory support, 
extensive loudness extension and voice breaks). All these 
perceptual findings are physiologic compatible [12-13], 
meaning that the irregular pattern of vocal fold closure and 
vibration (harsh and whisper settings) is related to inadequate 
respiratory support and laryngeal hyperfunction. These findings 



reinforce the complex interactions between pitch control and 
laryngeal (harsh voice and whisper) and muscular tension 
settings (laryngeal hyperfunction) [4, 6, 22-25], reflected in f0 
acoustic measures.  
 The mean negative f0 first derivate indicate a small 
amount of pitch variability. These data differ from findings in 
the phonetic literature which refer to extreme and abrupt pitch 
variations not only for AASI users, but also for CI users 
[8,22,25]. These findings indicate the influence of laryngeal 
hyperfunction and aperiodicity on pitch extension and 
variability. 
 Differently from other studies carried out with 
hearing aids and unilateral CI users [2,4,6,8,15,22], the f0 
values matched the values found for male hearing children 
within the same age group (mean of 270 Hz) [28]. 
 It is worth pointing out that besides the diagnosis and 
early intervention being important for the prognostics, specific 
rehabilitation procedures concerning the oral sensorimotor 
system, voice and speech seem to be crucial for a good oral-
verbal language development and for the acoustic feedback. 
[3,6].  
 The sensitive auditory experiences provided by 
hearing technologies such as bilateral cochlear implant devices 
can foster speech perception and production links. [8-10,16]. 
 The findings reinforce some correlations between the 
acoustic and perceptual data, which are relevant to be 
considered in rehabilitation processes.  
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